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Love Island fans can stay in Casa Amor (30)
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Here's your chance to stay in Casa Amor - the lavish property used in hit TV show, Love Island.  The four-bedroom luxury villa, on the Spanish island of Mallorca / Majorca, can sleep up to eight people.  It boasts a private pool and five bathrooms and shower rooms, and has stunning countryside views, as well as a huge kitchen and lounge areas as well as lots of outdoors space.  And in keeping with the 'Amor' them it features several racy artworks of semi-naked women.   Casa Amor is the second "secret" villa on ITV show, Love Island.  And there are even special Love Island packages available at the villa for die-hard fans.  It was introduced during the third series in 2017.  Producers normally use it to split up contestants by gender - and to test their relationships.  It is just a few hundred yards from the original villa.  It is available to rent via VillaRetreats.com - and costs from ?L5,503 GBP to ?L8,630 GBP per week, depending on the time of year.  They say: "This is a spectacular, ultra-modern holiday rental home with high standard furniture, fittings and a stylish design.  "Staying in this luxury villa rental in Mallorca is the perfect escape for anyone looking for a peaceful holiday."  And they warn that there is semi-nude artwork in the property - but say it can be removed "upon request".  For real Love Island fans there is also a Love Island "package" on offer where guests can "enjoy an array of Love Island inspired experiences".  It includes a date night activity like the couples enjoy on the show, breakfast in bed and workout options to keep you fit and healthy while exercising in the sun.  The Casa Amor Love Island Package costs an additional ?L998 per couple, based on two guests for a stay of seven nights.  The home, "set in a private and secluded location", is close to the village of Sant Llorenc des Cardassar and is close to beaches, on the eastern side of the island.   Editorial use only.  Must credit Courtesy of VillaRetreats.com/MEGA.  10 Sep 2019  Pictured: Inside Casa Amor.  Photo credit: VillaRetreats.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's your chance to stay in Casa Amor - the lavish property used in hit TV show, Love Island.  The four-bedroom luxury villa, on the Spanish island of Mallorca / Majorca, can sleep up to eight people.  It boasts a private pool and five bathrooms and shower rooms, and has stunning countryside views, as well as a huge kitchen and lounge areas as well as lots of outdoors space.  And in keeping with the 'Amor' them it features several racy artworks of semi-naked women.   Casa Amor is the second "secret" villa on ITV show, Love Island.  And there are even special Love Island packages available at the villa for die-hard fans.  It was introduced during the third series in 2017.  Producers normally use it to split up contestants by gender - and to test their relationships.  It is just a few hundred yards from the original villa.  It is available to rent via VillaRetreats.com - and costs from ?L5,503 GBP to ?L8,630 GBP per week, depending on the time of year.  They say: "This is a spectacular, ultra-modern holiday rental home with high standard furniture, fittings and a stylish design.  "Staying in this luxury villa rental in Mallorca is the perfect escape for anyone looking for a peaceful holiday."  And they warn that there is semi-nude artwork in the property - but say it can be removed "upon request".  For real Love Island fans there is also a Love Island "package" on offer where guests can "enjoy an array of Love Island inspired experiences".  It includes a date night activity like the couples enjoy on the show, breakfast in bed and workout options to keep you fit and healthy while exercising in the sun.  The Casa Amor Love Island Package costs an additional ?L998 per couple, based on two guests for a stay of seven nights.  The home, "set in a private and secluded location", is close to the village of Sant Llorenc des Cardassar and is close to beaches, on the eastern side of the island.   Editorial use only.  Must credit Courtesy of VillaRetreats.com/MEGA.  10 Sep 2019  Pictured: Inside Casa Amor.  Photo credit: VillaRetreats.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's your chance to stay in Casa Amor - the lavish property used in hit TV show, Love Island.  The four-bedroom luxury villa, on the Spanish island of Mallorca / Majorca, can sleep up to eight people.  It boasts a private pool and five bathrooms and shower rooms, and has stunning countryside views, as well as a huge kitchen and lounge areas as well as lots of outdoors space.  And in keeping with the 'Amor' them it features several racy artworks of semi-naked women.   Casa Amor is the second "secret" villa on ITV show, Love Island.  And there are even special Love Island packages available at the villa for die-hard fans.  It was introduced during the third series in 2017.  Producers normally use it to split up contestants by gender - and to test their relationships.  It is just a few hundred yards from the original villa.  It is available to rent via VillaRetreats.com - and costs from ?L5,503 GBP to ?L8,630 GBP per week, depending on the time of year.  They say: "This is a spectacular, ultra-modern holiday rental home with high standard furniture, fittings and a stylish design.  "Staying in this luxury villa rental in Mallorca is the perfect escape for anyone looking for a peaceful holiday."  And they warn that there is semi-nude artwork in the property - but say it can be removed "upon request".  For real Love Island fans there is also a Love Island "package" on offer where guests can "enjoy an array of Love Island inspired experiences".  It includes a date night activity like the couples enjoy on the show, breakfast in bed and workout options to keep you fit and healthy while exercising in the sun.  The Casa Amor Love Island Package costs an additional ?L998 per couple, based on two guests for a stay of seven nights.  The home, "set in a private and secluded location", is close to the village of Sant Llorenc des Cardassar and is close to beaches, on the eastern side of the island.   Editorial use only.  Must credit Courtesy of VillaRetreats.com/MEGA.  10 Sep 2019  Pictured: Inside Casa Amor.  Photo credit: VillaRetreats.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's your chance to stay in Casa Amor - the lavish property used in hit TV show, Love Island.  The four-bedroom luxury villa, on the Spanish island of Mallorca / Majorca, can sleep up to eight people.  It boasts a private pool and five bathrooms and shower rooms, and has stunning countryside views, as well as a huge kitchen and lounge areas as well as lots of outdoors space.  And in keeping with the 'Amor' them it features several racy artworks of semi-naked women.   Casa Amor is the second "secret" villa on ITV show, Love Island.  And there are even special Love Island packages available at the villa for die-hard fans.  It was introduced during the third series in 2017.  Producers normally use it to split up contestants by gender - and to test their relationships.  It is just a few hundred yards from the original villa.  It is available to rent via VillaRetreats.com - and costs from ?L5,503 GBP to ?L8,630 GBP per week, depending on the time of year.  They say: "This is a spectacular, ultra-modern holiday rental home with high standard furniture, fittings and a stylish design.  "Staying in this luxury villa rental in Mallorca is the perfect escape for anyone looking for a peaceful holiday."  And they warn that there is semi-nude artwork in the property - but say it can be removed "upon request".  For real Love Island fans there is also a Love Island "package" on offer where guests can "enjoy an array of Love Island inspired experiences".  It includes a date night activity like the couples enjoy on the show, breakfast in bed and workout options to keep you fit and healthy while exercising in the sun.  The Casa Amor Love Island Package costs an additional ?L998 per couple, based on two guests for a stay of seven nights.  The home, "set in a private and secluded location", is close to the village of Sant Llorenc des Cardassar and is close to beaches, on the eastern side of the island.   Editorial use only.  Must credit Courtesy of VillaRetreats.com/MEGA.  10 Sep 2019  Pictured: Inside Casa Amor - exterior, night.  Photo credit: VillaRetreats.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's your chance to stay in Casa Amor - the lavish property used in hit TV show, Love Island.  The four-bedroom luxury villa, on the Spanish island of Mallorca / Majorca, can sleep up to eight people.  It boasts a private pool and five bathrooms and shower rooms, and has stunning countryside views, as well as a huge kitchen and lounge areas as well as lots of outdoors space.  And in keeping with the 'Amor' them it features several racy artworks of semi-naked women.   Casa Amor is the second "secret" villa on ITV show, Love Island.  And there are even special Love Island packages available at the villa for die-hard fans.  It was introduced during the third series in 2017.  Producers normally use it to split up contestants by gender - and to test their relationships.  It is just a few hundred yards from the original villa.  It is available to rent via VillaRetreats.com - and costs from ?L5,503 GBP to ?L8,630 GBP per week, depending on the time of year.  They say: "This is a spectacular, ultra-modern holiday rental home with high standard furniture, fittings and a stylish design.  "Staying in this luxury villa rental in Mallorca is the perfect escape for anyone looking for a peaceful holiday."  And they warn that there is semi-nude artwork in the property - but say it can be removed "upon request".  For real Love Island fans there is also a Love Island "package" on offer where guests can "enjoy an array of Love Island inspired experiences".  It includes a date night activity like the couples enjoy on the show, breakfast in bed and workout options to keep you fit and healthy while exercising in the sun.  The Casa Amor Love Island Package costs an additional ?L998 per couple, based on two guests for a stay of seven nights.  The home, "set in a private and secluded location", is close to the village of Sant Llorenc des Cardassar and is close to beaches, on the eastern side of the island.   Editorial use only.  Must credit Courtesy of VillaRetreats.com/MEGA.  10 Sep 2019  Pictured: Inside Casa Amor - exterior, night.  Photo credit: VillaRetreats.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's your chance to stay in Casa Amor - the lavish property used in hit TV show, Love Island.  The four-bedroom luxury villa, on the Spanish island of Mallorca / Majorca, can sleep up to eight people.  It boasts a private pool and five bathrooms and shower rooms, and has stunning countryside views, as well as a huge kitchen and lounge areas as well as lots of outdoors space.  And in keeping with the 'Amor' them it features several racy artworks of semi-naked women.   Casa Amor is the second "secret" villa on ITV show, Love Island.  And there are even special Love Island packages available at the villa for die-hard fans.  It was introduced during the third series in 2017.  Producers normally use it to split up contestants by gender - and to test their relationships.  It is just a few hundred yards from the original villa.  It is available to rent via VillaRetreats.com - and costs from ?L5,503 GBP to ?L8,630 GBP per week, depending on the time of year.  They say: "This is a spectacular, ultra-modern holiday rental home with high standard furniture, fittings and a stylish design.  "Staying in this luxury villa rental in Mallorca is the perfect escape for anyone looking for a peaceful holiday."  And they warn that there is semi-nude artwork in the property - but say it can be removed "upon request".  For real Love Island fans there is also a Love Island "package" on offer where guests can "enjoy an array of Love Island inspired experiences".  It includes a date night activity like the couples enjoy on the show, breakfast in bed and workout options to keep you fit and healthy while exercising in the sun.  The Casa Amor Love Island Package costs an additional ?L998 per couple, based on two guests for a stay of seven nights.  The home, "set in a private and secluded location", is close to the village of Sant Llorenc des Cardassar and is close to beaches, on the eastern side of the island.   Editorial use only.  Must credit Courtesy of VillaRetreats.com/MEGA.  10 Sep 2019  Pictured: Inside Casa Amor.  Photo credit: VillaRetreats.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's your chance to stay in Casa Amor - the lavish property used in hit TV show, Love Island.  The four-bedroom luxury villa, on the Spanish island of Mallorca / Majorca, can sleep up to eight people.  It boasts a private pool and five bathrooms and shower rooms, and has stunning countryside views, as well as a huge kitchen and lounge areas as well as lots of outdoors space.  And in keeping with the 'Amor' them it features several racy artworks of semi-naked women.   Casa Amor is the second "secret" villa on ITV show, Love Island.  And there are even special Love Island packages available at the villa for die-hard fans.  It was introduced during the third series in 2017.  Producers normally use it to split up contestants by gender - and to test their relationships.  It is just a few hundred yards from the original villa.  It is available to rent via VillaRetreats.com - and costs from ?L5,503 GBP to ?L8,630 GBP per week, depending on the time of year.  They say: "This is a spectacular, ultra-modern holiday rental home with high standard furniture, fittings and a stylish design.  "Staying in this luxury villa rental in Mallorca is the perfect escape for anyone looking for a peaceful holiday."  And they warn that there is semi-nude artwork in the property - but say it can be removed "upon request".  For real Love Island fans there is also a Love Island "package" on offer where guests can "enjoy an array of Love Island inspired experiences".  It includes a date night activity like the couples enjoy on the show, breakfast in bed and workout options to keep you fit and healthy while exercising in the sun.  The Casa Amor Love Island Package costs an additional ?L998 per couple, based on two guests for a stay of seven nights.  The home, "set in a private and secluded location", is close to the village of Sant Llorenc des Cardassar and is close to beaches, on the eastern side of the island.   Editorial use only.  Must credit Courtesy of VillaRetreats.com/MEGA.  10 Sep 2019  Pictured: Inside Casa Amor.  Photo credit: VillaRetreats.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's your chance to stay in Casa Amor - the lavish property used in hit TV show, Love Island.  The four-bedroom luxury villa, on the Spanish island of Mallorca / Majorca, can sleep up to eight people.  It boasts a private pool and five bathrooms and shower rooms, and has stunning countryside views, as well as a huge kitchen and lounge areas as well as lots of outdoors space.  And in keeping with the 'Amor' them it features several racy artworks of semi-naked women.   Casa Amor is the second "secret" villa on ITV show, Love Island.  And there are even special Love Island packages available at the villa for die-hard fans.  It was introduced during the third series in 2017.  Producers normally use it to split up contestants by gender - and to test their relationships.  It is just a few hundred yards from the original villa.  It is available to rent via VillaRetreats.com - and costs from ?L5,503 GBP to ?L8,630 GBP per week, depending on the time of year.  They say: "This is a spectacular, ultra-modern holiday rental home with high standard furniture, fittings and a stylish design.  "Staying in this luxury villa rental in Mallorca is the perfect escape for anyone looking for a peaceful holiday."  And they warn that there is semi-nude artwork in the property - but say it can be removed "upon request".  For real Love Island fans there is also a Love Island "package" on offer where guests can "enjoy an array of Love Island inspired experiences".  It includes a date night activity like the couples enjoy on the show, breakfast in bed and workout options to keep you fit and healthy while exercising in the sun.  The Casa Amor Love Island Package costs an additional ?L998 per couple, based on two guests for a stay of seven nights.  The home, "set in a private and secluded location", is close to the village of Sant Llorenc des Cardassar and is close to beaches, on the eastern side of the island.   Editorial use only.  Must credit Courtesy of VillaRetreats.com/MEGA.  10 Sep 2019  Pictured: Inside Casa Amor.  Photo credit: VillaRetreats.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's your chance to stay in Casa Amor - the lavish property used in hit TV show, Love Island.  The four-bedroom luxury villa, on the Spanish island of Mallorca / Majorca, can sleep up to eight people.  It boasts a private pool and five bathrooms and shower rooms, and has stunning countryside views, as well as a huge kitchen and lounge areas as well as lots of outdoors space.  And in keeping with the 'Amor' them it features several racy artworks of semi-naked women.   Casa Amor is the second "secret" villa on ITV show, Love Island.  And there are even special Love Island packages available at the villa for die-hard fans.  It was introduced during the third series in 2017.  Producers normally use it to split up contestants by gender - and to test their relationships.  It is just a few hundred yards from the original villa.  It is available to rent via VillaRetreats.com - and costs from ?L5,503 GBP to ?L8,630 GBP per week, depending on the time of year.  They say: "This is a spectacular, ultra-modern holiday rental home with high standard furniture, fittings and a stylish design.  "Staying in this luxury villa rental in Mallorca is the perfect escape for anyone looking for a peaceful holiday."  And they warn that there is semi-nude artwork in the property - but say it can be removed "upon request".  For real Love Island fans there is also a Love Island "package" on offer where guests can "enjoy an array of Love Island inspired experiences".  It includes a date night activity like the couples enjoy on the show, breakfast in bed and workout options to keep you fit and healthy while exercising in the sun.  The Casa Amor Love Island Package costs an additional ?L998 per couple, based on two guests for a stay of seven nights.  The home, "set in a private and secluded location", is close to the village of Sant Llorenc des Cardassar and is close to beaches, on the eastern side of the island.   Editorial use only.  Must credit Courtesy of VillaRetreats.com/MEGA.  10 Sep 2019  Pictured: Inside Casa Amor.  Photo credit: VillaRetreats.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's your chance to stay in Casa Amor - the lavish property used in hit TV show, Love Island.  The four-bedroom luxury villa, on the Spanish island of Mallorca / Majorca, can sleep up to eight people.  It boasts a private pool and five bathrooms and shower rooms, and has stunning countryside views, as well as a huge kitchen and lounge areas as well as lots of outdoors space.  And in keeping with the 'Amor' them it features several racy artworks of semi-naked women.   Casa Amor is the second "secret" villa on ITV show, Love Island.  And there are even special Love Island packages available at the villa for die-hard fans.  It was introduced during the third series in 2017.  Producers normally use it to split up contestants by gender - and to test their relationships.  It is just a few hundred yards from the original villa.  It is available to rent via VillaRetreats.com - and costs from ?L5,503 GBP to ?L8,630 GBP per week, depending on the time of year.  They say: "This is a spectacular, ultra-modern holiday rental home with high standard furniture, fittings and a stylish design.  "Staying in this luxury villa rental in Mallorca is the perfect escape for anyone looking for a peaceful holiday."  And they warn that there is semi-nude artwork in the property - but say it can be removed "upon request".  For real Love Island fans there is also a Love Island "package" on offer where guests can "enjoy an array of Love Island inspired experiences".  It includes a date night activity like the couples enjoy on the show, breakfast in bed and workout options to keep you fit and healthy while exercising in the sun.  The Casa Amor Love Island Package costs an additional ?L998 per couple, based on two guests for a stay of seven nights.  The home, "set in a private and secluded location", is close to the village of Sant Llorenc des Cardassar and is close to beaches, on the eastern side of the island.   Editorial use only.  Must credit Courtesy of VillaRetreats.com/MEGA.  10 Sep 2019  Pictured: Inside Casa Amor.  Photo credit: VillaRetreats.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's your chance to stay in Casa Amor - the lavish property used in hit TV show, Love Island.  The four-bedroom luxury villa, on the Spanish island of Mallorca / Majorca, can sleep up to eight people.  It boasts a private pool and five bathrooms and shower rooms, and has stunning countryside views, as well as a huge kitchen and lounge areas as well as lots of outdoors space.  And in keeping with the 'Amor' them it features several racy artworks of semi-naked women.   Casa Amor is the second "secret" villa on ITV show, Love Island.  And there are even special Love Island packages available at the villa for die-hard fans.  It was introduced during the third series in 2017.  Producers normally use it to split up contestants by gender - and to test their relationships.  It is just a few hundred yards from the original villa.  It is available to rent via VillaRetreats.com - and costs from ?L5,503 GBP to ?L8,630 GBP per week, depending on the time of year.  They say: "This is a spectacular, ultra-modern holiday rental home with high standard furniture, fittings and a stylish design.  "Staying in this luxury villa rental in Mallorca is the perfect escape for anyone looking for a peaceful holiday."  And they warn that there is semi-nude artwork in the property - but say it can be removed "upon request".  For real Love Island fans there is also a Love Island "package" on offer where guests can "enjoy an array of Love Island inspired experiences".  It includes a date night activity like the couples enjoy on the show, breakfast in bed and workout options to keep you fit and healthy while exercising in the sun.  The Casa Amor Love Island Package costs an additional ?L998 per couple, based on two guests for a stay of seven nights.  The home, "set in a private and secluded location", is close to the village of Sant Llorenc des Cardassar and is close to beaches, on the eastern side of the island.   Editorial use only.  Must credit Courtesy of VillaRetreats.com/MEGA.  10 Sep 2019  Pictured: Inside Casa Amor.  Photo credit: VillaRetreats.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's your chance to stay in Casa Amor - the lavish property used in hit TV show, Love Island.  The four-bedroom luxury villa, on the Spanish island of Mallorca / Majorca, can sleep up to eight people.  It boasts a private pool and five bathrooms and shower rooms, and has stunning countryside views, as well as a huge kitchen and lounge areas as well as lots of outdoors space.  And in keeping with the 'Amor' them it features several racy artworks of semi-naked women.   Casa Amor is the second "secret" villa on ITV show, Love Island.  And there are even special Love Island packages available at the villa for die-hard fans.  It was introduced during the third series in 2017.  Producers normally use it to split up contestants by gender - and to test their relationships.  It is just a few hundred yards from the original villa.  It is available to rent via VillaRetreats.com - and costs from ?L5,503 GBP to ?L8,630 GBP per week, depending on the time of year.  They say: "This is a spectacular, ultra-modern holiday rental home with high standard furniture, fittings and a stylish design.  "Staying in this luxury villa rental in Mallorca is the perfect escape for anyone looking for a peaceful holiday."  And they warn that there is semi-nude artwork in the property - but say it can be removed "upon request".  For real Love Island fans there is also a Love Island "package" on offer where guests can "enjoy an array of Love Island inspired experiences".  It includes a date night activity like the couples enjoy on the show, breakfast in bed and workout options to keep you fit and healthy while exercising in the sun.  The Casa Amor Love Island Package costs an additional ?L998 per couple, based on two guests for a stay of seven nights.  The home, "set in a private and secluded location", is close to the village of Sant Llorenc des Cardassar and is close to beaches, on the eastern side of the island.   Editorial use only.  Must credit Courtesy of VillaRetreats.com/MEGA.  10 Sep 2019  Pictured: Inside Casa Amor.  Photo credit: VillaRetreats.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's your chance to stay in Casa Amor - the lavish property used in hit TV show, Love Island.  The four-bedroom luxury villa, on the Spanish island of Mallorca / Majorca, can sleep up to eight people.  It boasts a private pool and five bathrooms and shower rooms, and has stunning countryside views, as well as a huge kitchen and lounge areas as well as lots of outdoors space.  And in keeping with the 'Amor' them it features several racy artworks of semi-naked women.   Casa Amor is the second "secret" villa on ITV show, Love Island.  And there are even special Love Island packages available at the villa for die-hard fans.  It was introduced during the third series in 2017.  Producers normally use it to split up contestants by gender - and to test their relationships.  It is just a few hundred yards from the original villa.  It is available to rent via VillaRetreats.com - and costs from ?L5,503 GBP to ?L8,630 GBP per week, depending on the time of year.  They say: "This is a spectacular, ultra-modern holiday rental home with high standard furniture, fittings and a stylish design.  "Staying in this luxury villa rental in Mallorca is the perfect escape for anyone looking for a peaceful holiday."  And they warn that there is semi-nude artwork in the property - but say it can be removed "upon request".  For real Love Island fans there is also a Love Island "package" on offer where guests can "enjoy an array of Love Island inspired experiences".  It includes a date night activity like the couples enjoy on the show, breakfast in bed and workout options to keep you fit and healthy while exercising in the sun.  The Casa Amor Love Island Package costs an additional ?L998 per couple, based on two guests for a stay of seven nights.  The home, "set in a private and secluded location", is close to the village of Sant Llorenc des Cardassar and is close to beaches, on the eastern side of the island.   Editorial use only.  Must credit Courtesy of VillaRetreats.com/MEGA.  10 Sep 2019  Pictured: Inside Casa Amor.  Photo credit: VillaRetreats.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's your chance to stay in Casa Amor - the lavish property used in hit TV show, Love Island.  The four-bedroom luxury villa, on the Spanish island of Mallorca / Majorca, can sleep up to eight people.  It boasts a private pool and five bathrooms and shower rooms, and has stunning countryside views, as well as a huge kitchen and lounge areas as well as lots of outdoors space.  And in keeping with the 'Amor' them it features several racy artworks of semi-naked women.   Casa Amor is the second "secret" villa on ITV show, Love Island.  And there are even special Love Island packages available at the villa for die-hard fans.  It was introduced during the third series in 2017.  Producers normally use it to split up contestants by gender - and to test their relationships.  It is just a few hundred yards from the original villa.  It is available to rent via VillaRetreats.com - and costs from ?L5,503 GBP to ?L8,630 GBP per week, depending on the time of year.  They say: "This is a spectacular, ultra-modern holiday rental home with high standard furniture, fittings and a stylish design.  "Staying in this luxury villa rental in Mallorca is the perfect escape for anyone looking for a peaceful holiday."  And they warn that there is semi-nude artwork in the property - but say it can be removed "upon request".  For real Love Island fans there is also a Love Island "package" on offer where guests can "enjoy an array of Love Island inspired experiences".  It includes a date night activity like the couples enjoy on the show, breakfast in bed and workout options to keep you fit and healthy while exercising in the sun.  The Casa Amor Love Island Package costs an additional ?L998 per couple, based on two guests for a stay of seven nights.  The home, "set in a private and secluded location", is close to the village of Sant Llorenc des Cardassar and is close to beaches, on the eastern side of the island.   Editorial use only.  Must credit Courtesy of VillaRetreats.com/MEGA.  10 Sep 2019  Pictured: Inside Casa Amor - kitchen.  Photo credit: VillaRetreats.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's your chance to stay in Casa Amor - the lavish property used in hit TV show, Love Island.  The four-bedroom luxury villa, on the Spanish island of Mallorca / Majorca, can sleep up to eight people.  It boasts a private pool and five bathrooms and shower rooms, and has stunning countryside views, as well as a huge kitchen and lounge areas as well as lots of outdoors space.  And in keeping with the 'Amor' them it features several racy artworks of semi-naked women.   Casa Amor is the second "secret" villa on ITV show, Love Island.  And there are even special Love Island packages available at the villa for die-hard fans.  It was introduced during the third series in 2017.  Producers normally use it to split up contestants by gender - and to test their relationships.  It is just a few hundred yards from the original villa.  It is available to rent via VillaRetreats.com - and costs from ?L5,503 GBP to ?L8,630 GBP per week, depending on the time of year.  They say: "This is a spectacular, ultra-modern holiday rental home with high standard furniture, fittings and a stylish design.  "Staying in this luxury villa rental in Mallorca is the perfect escape for anyone looking for a peaceful holiday."  And they warn that there is semi-nude artwork in the property - but say it can be removed "upon request".  For real Love Island fans there is also a Love Island "package" on offer where guests can "enjoy an array of Love Island inspired experiences".  It includes a date night activity like the couples enjoy on the show, breakfast in bed and workout options to keep you fit and healthy while exercising in the sun.  The Casa Amor Love Island Package costs an additional ?L998 per couple, based on two guests for a stay of seven nights.  The home, "set in a private and secluded location", is close to the village of Sant Llorenc des Cardassar and is close to beaches, on the eastern side of the island.   Editorial use only.  Must credit Courtesy of VillaRetreats.com/MEGA.  10 Sep 2019  Pictured: Inside Casa Amor.  Photo credit: VillaRetreats.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's your chance to stay in Casa Amor - the lavish property used in hit TV show, Love Island.  The four-bedroom luxury villa, on the Spanish island of Mallorca / Majorca, can sleep up to eight people.  It boasts a private pool and five bathrooms and shower rooms, and has stunning countryside views, as well as a huge kitchen and lounge areas as well as lots of outdoors space.  And in keeping with the 'Amor' them it features several racy artworks of semi-naked women.   Casa Amor is the second "secret" villa on ITV show, Love Island.  And there are even special Love Island packages available at the villa for die-hard fans.  It was introduced during the third series in 2017.  Producers normally use it to split up contestants by gender - and to test their relationships.  It is just a few hundred yards from the original villa.  It is available to rent via VillaRetreats.com - and costs from ?L5,503 GBP to ?L8,630 GBP per week, depending on the time of year.  They say: "This is a spectacular, ultra-modern holiday rental home with high standard furniture, fittings and a stylish design.  "Staying in this luxury villa rental in Mallorca is the perfect escape for anyone looking for a peaceful holiday."  And they warn that there is semi-nude artwork in the property - but say it can be removed "upon request".  For real Love Island fans there is also a Love Island "package" on offer where guests can "enjoy an array of Love Island inspired experiences".  It includes a date night activity like the couples enjoy on the show, breakfast in bed and workout options to keep you fit and healthy while exercising in the sun.  The Casa Amor Love Island Package costs an additional ?L998 per couple, based on two guests for a stay of seven nights.  The home, "set in a private and secluded location", is close to the village of Sant Llorenc des Cardassar and is close to beaches, on the eastern side of the island.   Editorial use only.  Must credit Courtesy of VillaRetreats.com/MEGA.  10 Sep 2019  Pictured: Inside Casa Amor.  Photo credit: VillaRetreats.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's your chance to stay in Casa Amor - the lavish property used in hit TV show, Love Island.  The four-bedroom luxury villa, on the Spanish island of Mallorca / Majorca, can sleep up to eight people.  It boasts a private pool and five bathrooms and shower rooms, and has stunning countryside views, as well as a huge kitchen and lounge areas as well as lots of outdoors space.  And in keeping with the 'Amor' them it features several racy artworks of semi-naked women.   Casa Amor is the second "secret" villa on ITV show, Love Island.  And there are even special Love Island packages available at the villa for die-hard fans.  It was introduced during the third series in 2017.  Producers normally use it to split up contestants by gender - and to test their relationships.  It is just a few hundred yards from the original villa.  It is available to rent via VillaRetreats.com - and costs from ?L5,503 GBP to ?L8,630 GBP per week, depending on the time of year.  They say: "This is a spectacular, ultra-modern holiday rental home with high standard furniture, fittings and a stylish design.  "Staying in this luxury villa rental in Mallorca is the perfect escape for anyone looking for a peaceful holiday."  And they warn that there is semi-nude artwork in the property - but say it can be removed "upon request".  For real Love Island fans there is also a Love Island "package" on offer where guests can "enjoy an array of Love Island inspired experiences".  It includes a date night activity like the couples enjoy on the show, breakfast in bed and workout options to keep you fit and healthy while exercising in the sun.  The Casa Amor Love Island Package costs an additional ?L998 per couple, based on two guests for a stay of seven nights.  The home, "set in a private and secluded location", is close to the village of Sant Llorenc des Cardassar and is close to beaches, on the eastern side of the island.   Editorial use only.  Must credit Courtesy of VillaRetreats.com/MEGA.  10 Sep 2019  Pictured: Inside Casa Amor.  Photo credit: VillaRetreats.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's your chance to stay in Casa Amor - the lavish property used in hit TV show, Love Island.  The four-bedroom luxury villa, on the Spanish island of Mallorca / Majorca, can sleep up to eight people.  It boasts a private pool and five bathrooms and shower rooms, and has stunning countryside views, as well as a huge kitchen and lounge areas as well as lots of outdoors space.  And in keeping with the 'Amor' them it features several racy artworks of semi-naked women.   Casa Amor is the second "secret" villa on ITV show, Love Island.  And there are even special Love Island packages available at the villa for die-hard fans.  It was introduced during the third series in 2017.  Producers normally use it to split up contestants by gender - and to test their relationships.  It is just a few hundred yards from the original villa.  It is available to rent via VillaRetreats.com - and costs from ?L5,503 GBP to ?L8,630 GBP per week, depending on the time of year.  They say: "This is a spectacular, ultra-modern holiday rental home with high standard furniture, fittings and a stylish design.  "Staying in this luxury villa rental in Mallorca is the perfect escape for anyone looking for a peaceful holiday."  And they warn that there is semi-nude artwork in the property - but say it can be removed "upon request".  For real Love Island fans there is also a Love Island "package" on offer where guests can "enjoy an array of Love Island inspired experiences".  It includes a date night activity like the couples enjoy on the show, breakfast in bed and workout options to keep you fit and healthy while exercising in the sun.  The Casa Amor Love Island Package costs an additional ?L998 per couple, based on two guests for a stay of seven nights.  The home, "set in a private and secluded location", is close to the village of Sant Llorenc des Cardassar and is close to beaches, on the eastern side of the island.   Editorial use only.  Must credit Courtesy of VillaRetreats.com/MEGA.  10 Sep 2019  Pictured: Inside Casa Amor - racy artwork.  Photo credit: VillaRetreats.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's your chance to stay in Casa Amor - the lavish property used in hit TV show, Love Island.  The four-bedroom luxury villa, on the Spanish island of Mallorca / Majorca, can sleep up to eight people.  It boasts a private pool and five bathrooms and shower rooms, and has stunning countryside views, as well as a huge kitchen and lounge areas as well as lots of outdoors space.  And in keeping with the 'Amor' them it features several racy artworks of semi-naked women.   Casa Amor is the second "secret" villa on ITV show, Love Island.  And there are even special Love Island packages available at the villa for die-hard fans.  It was introduced during the third series in 2017.  Producers normally use it to split up contestants by gender - and to test their relationships.  It is just a few hundred yards from the original villa.  It is available to rent via VillaRetreats.com - and costs from ?L5,503 GBP to ?L8,630 GBP per week, depending on the time of year.  They say: "This is a spectacular, ultra-modern holiday rental home with high standard furniture, fittings and a stylish design.  "Staying in this luxury villa rental in Mallorca is the perfect escape for anyone looking for a peaceful holiday."  And they warn that there is semi-nude artwork in the property - but say it can be removed "upon request".  For real Love Island fans there is also a Love Island "package" on offer where guests can "enjoy an array of Love Island inspired experiences".  It includes a date night activity like the couples enjoy on the show, breakfast in bed and workout options to keep you fit and healthy while exercising in the sun.  The Casa Amor Love Island Package costs an additional ?L998 per couple, based on two guests for a stay of seven nights.  The home, "set in a private and secluded location", is close to the village of Sant Llorenc des Cardassar and is close to beaches, on the eastern side of the island.   Editorial use only.  Must credit Courtesy of VillaRetreats.com/MEGA.  10 Sep 2019  Pictured: Inside Casa Amor.  Photo credit: VillaRetreats.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's your chance to stay in Casa Amor - the lavish property used in hit TV show, Love Island.  The four-bedroom luxury villa, on the Spanish island of Mallorca / Majorca, can sleep up to eight people.  It boasts a private pool and five bathrooms and shower rooms, and has stunning countryside views, as well as a huge kitchen and lounge areas as well as lots of outdoors space.  And in keeping with the 'Amor' them it features several racy artworks of semi-naked women.   Casa Amor is the second "secret" villa on ITV show, Love Island.  And there are even special Love Island packages available at the villa for die-hard fans.  It was introduced during the third series in 2017.  Producers normally use it to split up contestants by gender - and to test their relationships.  It is just a few hundred yards from the original villa.  It is available to rent via VillaRetreats.com - and costs from ?L5,503 GBP to ?L8,630 GBP per week, depending on the time of year.  They say: "This is a spectacular, ultra-modern holiday rental home with high standard furniture, fittings and a stylish design.  "Staying in this luxury villa rental in Mallorca is the perfect escape for anyone looking for a peaceful holiday."  And they warn that there is semi-nude artwork in the property - but say it can be removed "upon request".  For real Love Island fans there is also a Love Island "package" on offer where guests can "enjoy an array of Love Island inspired experiences".  It includes a date night activity like the couples enjoy on the show, breakfast in bed and workout options to keep you fit and healthy while exercising in the sun.  The Casa Amor Love Island Package costs an additional ?L998 per couple, based on two guests for a stay of seven nights.  The home, "set in a private and secluded location", is close to the village of Sant Llorenc des Cardassar and is close to beaches, on the eastern side of the island.   Editorial use only.  Must credit Courtesy of VillaRetreats.com/MEGA.  10 Sep 2019  Pictured: Inside Casa Amor - pool.  Photo credit: VillaRetreats.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's your chance to stay in Casa Amor - the lavish property used in hit TV show, Love Island.  The four-bedroom luxury villa, on the Spanish island of Mallorca / Majorca, can sleep up to eight people.  It boasts a private pool and five bathrooms and shower rooms, and has stunning countryside views, as well as a huge kitchen and lounge areas as well as lots of outdoors space.  And in keeping with the 'Amor' them it features several racy artworks of semi-naked women.   Casa Amor is the second "secret" villa on ITV show, Love Island.  And there are even special Love Island packages available at the villa for die-hard fans.  It was introduced during the third series in 2017.  Producers normally use it to split up contestants by gender - and to test their relationships.  It is just a few hundred yards from the original villa.  It is available to rent via VillaRetreats.com - and costs from ?L5,503 GBP to ?L8,630 GBP per week, depending on the time of year.  They say: "This is a spectacular, ultra-modern holiday rental home with high standard furniture, fittings and a stylish design.  "Staying in this luxury villa rental in Mallorca is the perfect escape for anyone looking for a peaceful holiday."  And they warn that there is semi-nude artwork in the property - but say it can be removed "upon request".  For real Love Island fans there is also a Love Island "package" on offer where guests can "enjoy an array of Love Island inspired experiences".  It includes a date night activity like the couples enjoy on the show, breakfast in bed and workout options to keep you fit and healthy while exercising in the sun.  The Casa Amor Love Island Package costs an additional ?L998 per couple, based on two guests for a stay of seven nights.  The home, "set in a private and secluded location", is close to the village of Sant Llorenc des Cardassar and is close to beaches, on the eastern side of the island.   Editorial use only.  Must credit Courtesy of VillaRetreats.com/MEGA.  10 Sep 2019  Pictured: Inside Casa Amor.  Photo credit: VillaRetreats.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's your chance to stay in Casa Amor - the lavish property used in hit TV show, Love Island.  The four-bedroom luxury villa, on the Spanish island of Mallorca / Majorca, can sleep up to eight people.  It boasts a private pool and five bathrooms and shower rooms, and has stunning countryside views, as well as a huge kitchen and lounge areas as well as lots of outdoors space.  And in keeping with the 'Amor' them it features several racy artworks of semi-naked women.   Casa Amor is the second "secret" villa on ITV show, Love Island.  And there are even special Love Island packages available at the villa for die-hard fans.  It was introduced during the third series in 2017.  Producers normally use it to split up contestants by gender - and to test their relationships.  It is just a few hundred yards from the original villa.  It is available to rent via VillaRetreats.com - and costs from ?L5,503 GBP to ?L8,630 GBP per week, depending on the time of year.  They say: "This is a spectacular, ultra-modern holiday rental home with high standard furniture, fittings and a stylish design.  "Staying in this luxury villa rental in Mallorca is the perfect escape for anyone looking for a peaceful holiday."  And they warn that there is semi-nude artwork in the property - but say it can be removed "upon request".  For real Love Island fans there is also a Love Island "package" on offer where guests can "enjoy an array of Love Island inspired experiences".  It includes a date night activity like the couples enjoy on the show, breakfast in bed and workout options to keep you fit and healthy while exercising in the sun.  The Casa Amor Love Island Package costs an additional ?L998 per couple, based on two guests for a stay of seven nights.  The home, "set in a private and secluded location", is close to the village of Sant Llorenc des Cardassar and is close to beaches, on the eastern side of the island.   Editorial use only.  Must credit Courtesy of VillaRetreats.com/MEGA.  10 Sep 2019  Pictured: Inside Casa Amor - GV / general view.  Photo credit: VillaRetreats.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's your chance to stay in Casa Amor - the lavish property used in hit TV show, Love Island.  The four-bedroom luxury villa, on the Spanish island of Mallorca / Majorca, can sleep up to eight people.  It boasts a private pool and five bathrooms and shower rooms, and has stunning countryside views, as well as a huge kitchen and lounge areas as well as lots of outdoors space.  And in keeping with the 'Amor' them it features several racy artworks of semi-naked women.   Casa Amor is the second "secret" villa on ITV show, Love Island.  And there are even special Love Island packages available at the villa for die-hard fans.  It was introduced during the third series in 2017.  Producers normally use it to split up contestants by gender - and to test their relationships.  It is just a few hundred yards from the original villa.  It is available to rent via VillaRetreats.com - and costs from ?L5,503 GBP to ?L8,630 GBP per week, depending on the time of year.  They say: "This is a spectacular, ultra-modern holiday rental home with high standard furniture, fittings and a stylish design.  "Staying in this luxury villa rental in Mallorca is the perfect escape for anyone looking for a peaceful holiday."  And they warn that there is semi-nude artwork in the property - but say it can be removed "upon request".  For real Love Island fans there is also a Love Island "package" on offer where guests can "enjoy an array of Love Island inspired experiences".  It includes a date night activity like the couples enjoy on the show, breakfast in bed and workout options to keep you fit and healthy while exercising in the sun.  The Casa Amor Love Island Package costs an additional ?L998 per couple, based on two guests for a stay of seven nights.  The home, "set in a private and secluded location", is close to the village of Sant Llorenc des Cardassar and is close to beaches, on the eastern side of the island.   Editorial use only.  Must credit Courtesy of VillaRetreats.com/MEGA.  10 Sep 2019  Pictured: Inside Casa Amor.  Photo credit: VillaRetreats.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's your chance to stay in Casa Amor - the lavish property used in hit TV show, Love Island.  The four-bedroom luxury villa, on the Spanish island of Mallorca / Majorca, can sleep up to eight people.  It boasts a private pool and five bathrooms and shower rooms, and has stunning countryside views, as well as a huge kitchen and lounge areas as well as lots of outdoors space.  And in keeping with the 'Amor' them it features several racy artworks of semi-naked women.   Casa Amor is the second "secret" villa on ITV show, Love Island.  And there are even special Love Island packages available at the villa for die-hard fans.  It was introduced during the third series in 2017.  Producers normally use it to split up contestants by gender - and to test their relationships.  It is just a few hundred yards from the original villa.  It is available to rent via VillaRetreats.com - and costs from ?L5,503 GBP to ?L8,630 GBP per week, depending on the time of year.  They say: "This is a spectacular, ultra-modern holiday rental home with high standard furniture, fittings and a stylish design.  "Staying in this luxury villa rental in Mallorca is the perfect escape for anyone looking for a peaceful holiday."  And they warn that there is semi-nude artwork in the property - but say it can be removed "upon request".  For real Love Island fans there is also a Love Island "package" on offer where guests can "enjoy an array of Love Island inspired experiences".  It includes a date night activity like the couples enjoy on the show, breakfast in bed and workout options to keep you fit and healthy while exercising in the sun.  The Casa Amor Love Island Package costs an additional ?L998 per couple, based on two guests for a stay of seven nights.  The home, "set in a private and secluded location", is close to the village of Sant Llorenc des Cardassar and is close to beaches, on the eastern side of the island.   Editorial use only.  Must credit Courtesy of VillaRetreats.com/MEGA.  10 Sep 2019  Pictured: Inside Casa Amor.  Photo credit: VillaRetreats.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's your chance to stay in Casa Amor - the lavish property used in hit TV show, Love Island.  The four-bedroom luxury villa, on the Spanish island of Mallorca / Majorca, can sleep up to eight people.  It boasts a private pool and five bathrooms and shower rooms, and has stunning countryside views, as well as a huge kitchen and lounge areas as well as lots of outdoors space.  And in keeping with the 'Amor' them it features several racy artworks of semi-naked women.   Casa Amor is the second "secret" villa on ITV show, Love Island.  And there are even special Love Island packages available at the villa for die-hard fans.  It was introduced during the third series in 2017.  Producers normally use it to split up contestants by gender - and to test their relationships.  It is just a few hundred yards from the original villa.  It is available to rent via VillaRetreats.com - and costs from ?L5,503 GBP to ?L8,630 GBP per week, depending on the time of year.  They say: "This is a spectacular, ultra-modern holiday rental home with high standard furniture, fittings and a stylish design.  "Staying in this luxury villa rental in Mallorca is the perfect escape for anyone looking for a peaceful holiday."  And they warn that there is semi-nude artwork in the property - but say it can be removed "upon request".  For real Love Island fans there is also a Love Island "package" on offer where guests can "enjoy an array of Love Island inspired experiences".  It includes a date night activity like the couples enjoy on the show, breakfast in bed and workout options to keep you fit and healthy while exercising in the sun.  The Casa Amor Love Island Package costs an additional ?L998 per couple, based on two guests for a stay of seven nights.  The home, "set in a private and secluded location", is close to the village of Sant Llorenc des Cardassar and is close to beaches, on the eastern side of the island.   Editorial use only.  Must credit Courtesy of VillaRetreats.com/MEGA.  10 Sep 2019  Pictured: Inside Casa Amor.  Photo credit: VillaRetreats.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's your chance to stay in Casa Amor - the lavish property used in hit TV show, Love Island.  The four-bedroom luxury villa, on the Spanish island of Mallorca / Majorca, can sleep up to eight people.  It boasts a private pool and five bathrooms and shower rooms, and has stunning countryside views, as well as a huge kitchen and lounge areas as well as lots of outdoors space.  And in keeping with the 'Amor' them it features several racy artworks of semi-naked women.   Casa Amor is the second "secret" villa on ITV show, Love Island.  And there are even special Love Island packages available at the villa for die-hard fans.  It was introduced during the third series in 2017.  Producers normally use it to split up contestants by gender - and to test their relationships.  It is just a few hundred yards from the original villa.  It is available to rent via VillaRetreats.com - and costs from ?L5,503 GBP to ?L8,630 GBP per week, depending on the time of year.  They say: "This is a spectacular, ultra-modern holiday rental home with high standard furniture, fittings and a stylish design.  "Staying in this luxury villa rental in Mallorca is the perfect escape for anyone looking for a peaceful holiday."  And they warn that there is semi-nude artwork in the property - but say it can be removed "upon request".  For real Love Island fans there is also a Love Island "package" on offer where guests can "enjoy an array of Love Island inspired experiences".  It includes a date night activity like the couples enjoy on the show, breakfast in bed and workout options to keep you fit and healthy while exercising in the sun.  The Casa Amor Love Island Package costs an additional ?L998 per couple, based on two guests for a stay of seven nights.  The home, "set in a private and secluded location", is close to the village of Sant Llorenc des Cardassar and is close to beaches, on the eastern side of the island.   Editorial use only.  Must credit Courtesy of VillaRetreats.com/MEGA.  10 Sep 2019  Pictured: Inside Casa Amor.  Photo credit: VillaRetreats.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's your chance to stay in Casa Amor - the lavish property used in hit TV show, Love Island.  The four-bedroom luxury villa, on the Spanish island of Mallorca / Majorca, can sleep up to eight people.  It boasts a private pool and five bathrooms and shower rooms, and has stunning countryside views, as well as a huge kitchen and lounge areas as well as lots of outdoors space.  And in keeping with the 'Amor' them it features several racy artworks of semi-naked women.   Casa Amor is the second "secret" villa on ITV show, Love Island.  And there are even special Love Island packages available at the villa for die-hard fans.  It was introduced during the third series in 2017.  Producers normally use it to split up contestants by gender - and to test their relationships.  It is just a few hundred yards from the original villa.  It is available to rent via VillaRetreats.com - and costs from ?L5,503 GBP to ?L8,630 GBP per week, depending on the time of year.  They say: "This is a spectacular, ultra-modern holiday rental home with high standard furniture, fittings and a stylish design.  "Staying in this luxury villa rental in Mallorca is the perfect escape for anyone looking for a peaceful holiday."  And they warn that there is semi-nude artwork in the property - but say it can be removed "upon request".  For real Love Island fans there is also a Love Island "package" on offer where guests can "enjoy an array of Love Island inspired experiences".  It includes a date night activity like the couples enjoy on the show, breakfast in bed and workout options to keep you fit and healthy while exercising in the sun.  The Casa Amor Love Island Package costs an additional ?L998 per couple, based on two guests for a stay of seven nights.  The home, "set in a private and secluded location", is close to the village of Sant Llorenc des Cardassar and is close to beaches, on the eastern side of the island.   Editorial use only.  Must credit Courtesy of VillaRetreats.com/MEGA.  10 Sep 2019  Pictured: Inside Casa Amor - exterior, night.  Photo credit: VillaRetreats.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's your chance to stay in Casa Amor - the lavish property used in hit TV show, Love Island.  The four-bedroom luxury villa, on the Spanish island of Mallorca / Majorca, can sleep up to eight people.  It boasts a private pool and five bathrooms and shower rooms, and has stunning countryside views, as well as a huge kitchen and lounge areas as well as lots of outdoors space.  And in keeping with the 'Amor' them it features several racy artworks of semi-naked women.   Casa Amor is the second "secret" villa on ITV show, Love Island.  And there are even special Love Island packages available at the villa for die-hard fans.  It was introduced during the third series in 2017.  Producers normally use it to split up contestants by gender - and to test their relationships.  It is just a few hundred yards from the original villa.  It is available to rent via VillaRetreats.com - and costs from ?L5,503 GBP to ?L8,630 GBP per week, depending on the time of year.  They say: "This is a spectacular, ultra-modern holiday rental home with high standard furniture, fittings and a stylish design.  "Staying in this luxury villa rental in Mallorca is the perfect escape for anyone looking for a peaceful holiday."  And they warn that there is semi-nude artwork in the property - but say it can be removed "upon request".  For real Love Island fans there is also a Love Island "package" on offer where guests can "enjoy an array of Love Island inspired experiences".  It includes a date night activity like the couples enjoy on the show, breakfast in bed and workout options to keep you fit and healthy while exercising in the sun.  The Casa Amor Love Island Package costs an additional ?L998 per couple, based on two guests for a stay of seven nights.  The home, "set in a private and secluded location", is close to the village of Sant Llorenc des Cardassar and is close to beaches, on the eastern side of the island.   Editorial use only.  Must credit Courtesy of VillaRetreats.com/MEGA.  10 Sep 2019  Pictured: Inside Casa Amor.  Photo credit: VillaRetreats.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's your chance to stay in Casa Amor - the lavish property used in hit TV show, Love Island.  The four-bedroom luxury villa, on the Spanish island of Mallorca / Majorca, can sleep up to eight people.  It boasts a private pool and five bathrooms and shower rooms, and has stunning countryside views, as well as a huge kitchen and lounge areas as well as lots of outdoors space.  And in keeping with the 'Amor' them it features several racy artworks of semi-naked women.   Casa Amor is the second "secret" villa on ITV show, Love Island.  And there are even special Love Island packages available at the villa for die-hard fans.  It was introduced during the third series in 2017.  Producers normally use it to split up contestants by gender - and to test their relationships.  It is just a few hundred yards from the original villa.  It is available to rent via VillaRetreats.com - and costs from ?L5,503 GBP to ?L8,630 GBP per week, depending on the time of year.  They say: "This is a spectacular, ultra-modern holiday rental home with high standard furniture, fittings and a stylish design.  "Staying in this luxury villa rental in Mallorca is the perfect escape for anyone looking for a peaceful holiday."  And they warn that there is semi-nude artwork in the property - but say it can be removed "upon request".  For real Love Island fans there is also a Love Island "package" on offer where guests can "enjoy an array of Love Island inspired experiences".  It includes a date night activity like the couples enjoy on the show, breakfast in bed and workout options to keep you fit and healthy while exercising in the sun.  The Casa Amor Love Island Package costs an additional ?L998 per couple, based on two guests for a stay of seven nights.  The home, "set in a private and secluded location", is close to the village of Sant Llorenc des Cardassar and is close to beaches, on the eastern side of the island.   Editorial use only.  Must credit Courtesy of VillaRetreats.com/MEGA.  10 Sep 2019  Pictured: Inside Casa Amor - exterior, night.  Photo credit: VillaRetreats.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Here's your chance to stay in Casa Amor - the lavish property used in hit TV show, Love Island.  The four-bedroom luxury villa, on the Spanish island of Mallorca / Majorca, can sleep up to eight people.  It boasts a private pool and five bathrooms and shower rooms, and has stunning countryside views, as well as a huge kitchen and lounge areas as well as lots of outdoors space.  And in keeping with the 'Amor' them it features several racy artworks of semi-naked women.   Casa Amor is the second "secret" villa on ITV show, Love Island.  And there are even special Love Island packages available at the villa for die-hard fans.  It was introduced during the third series in 2017.  Producers normally use it to split up contestants by gender - and to test their relationships.  It is just a few hundred yards from the original villa.  It is available to rent via VillaRetreats.com - and costs from ?L5,503 GBP to ?L8,630 GBP per week, depending on the time of year.  They say: "This is a spectacular, ultra-modern holiday rental home with high standard furniture, fittings and a stylish design.  "Staying in this luxury villa rental in Mallorca is the perfect escape for anyone looking for a peaceful holiday."  And they warn that there is semi-nude artwork in the property - but say it can be removed "upon request".  For real Love Island fans there is also a Love Island "package" on offer where guests can "enjoy an array of Love Island inspired experiences".  It includes a date night activity like the couples enjoy on the show, breakfast in bed and workout options to keep you fit and healthy while exercising in the sun.  The Casa Amor Love Island Package costs an additional ?L998 per couple, based on two guests for a stay of seven nights.  The home, "set in a private and secluded location", is close to the village of Sant Llorenc des Cardassar and is close to beaches, on the eastern side of the island.   Editorial use only.  Must credit Courtesy of VillaRetreats.com/MEGA.  10 Sep 2019  Pictured: Inside Casa Amor.  Photo credit: VillaRetreats.com/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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